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Abstract: Certainty over warming-induced biomass accumulation is essential for addressing climate
change. However, no previous meta-analysis has investigated this accumulation across the whole
of China; also unclear are the differences between herbaceous and woody species and across plant
phylogeny, which are critical for corresponding re-vegetation. We extracted data from 90 field-based
experiments to reveal general patterns and driving factors of biomass responses all over China.
Based on traditional meta-analyses, a warmer temperature significantly increased above- (10.8%)
and below-ground (14.2%) biomass accumulation. With increasing warming duration (WarmD)
and plant clade age, both above-ground and below-ground biomass showed significant increases.
However, for herbaceous versus woody plants, and the whole community versus its dominant species,
responses were not always constant; the combined synergies would affect accumulative response
patterns. When considering WarmD as a weight, decreases in total above-ground biomass response
magnitude were presented, and the increase in below-ground biomass was no longer significant;
notably, significant positive responses remained in tree species. However, if phylogenetic information
was included in the calculations, all warming-induced plant biomass increases were not significant.
Thus, it is still premature to speculate whether warming induces biomass increases in China; further
long-term experiments are needed regarding phylogeny-based responses and interspecies relations,
especially regarding woody plants and forests.

Keywords: above-ground biomass; below-ground biomass; meta-regression; phylogenetic
meta-analyses; warming duration; plant clade age; herbaceous versus woody species

1. Introduction

Climatic warming is a major driver of change, considerably affecting global carbon (C)
sequestration in various terrestrial ecosystems [1–3]. Quantifying the plant biomass response to
warming is an important aspect of understanding global warming influences on the terrestrial
biosphere and vegetation management under climate change [4,5]. Recently, investigations into
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the potential impacts of heating on grasslands and forests using warming experiments are increasing
worldwide [6].

However, it remains a debated issue whether herbaceous and/or woody species would benefit
from increased temperatures [4,5]. It is therefore hard to forecast the warming-induced vegetation
responses and C sequestration across systems, in particular, forests where there is high diversity and
which still play key roles in the global C balance. On our planet, there are more than 300,000 terrestrial
plant species and great variations in their growth environments; a process of meta-analysis has become
a suitable solution for investigating the general tendency of warming impacts [4,7,8]. To date, several
meta-analyses have been carried out, indicating that elevated temperatures lead to overall accelerating
biomass growth (both above-ground and below-ground) [4,5,9]. However, as of yet, no previous study
has investigated this biomass accumulation across the whole of China. It is our opinion that a systemic
review of corresponding field-based works and the conduct of meta-analyses form an essential aspect
of addressing climate change and consequent re-vegetation in China.

Generally, previous (traditional) meta-analyses found that warming-induced biomass patterns
varied among ecosystems and plant types. Specifically, biomass increases for seed plants due to
warming were significantly higher than those for spore plants, increases for evergreen shrubs were
greater than those for deciduous shrubs, and woody plants exhibited greater increases than herbaceous
plants [4,9]. All these results not only show the importance of functional types in affecting the biomass
response, but also indicate plant phylogenetic features and clade age to be key factors contributing
to warming-induced biomass change. In 2012, Chamberlain et al. [10] re-analyzed 30 published
meta-analyses and stated that traditional meta-analytic approaches lacked independence because
of species with shared evolutionary histories, and the incorporation of phylogenetic information in
ecological meta-analyses is important. Indeed, a growing number of scholars have suggested that
considering phylogenetic features (phylogenetic signal, clade age, etc.) in meta-analysis could avoid
the possible confounding effects of phylogeny on the results [10–12]. However, these above-mentioned
concerns remain limited in the estimation of warming-induced biomass responses in China.

Moreover, some other factors also affect the quantification of results, which then do not
necessarily show genuine feedback from nature and hinder future vegetation management. First, some
previous works could have overrated the positive responses of biomass accumulation, as they include
data from environment-controlled chamber experiments, which would reduce adverse effects from
long-term warming, e.g., drought, C loss, and consequent interspecific relationships [4,13,14]. Second,
little previous research has studied the differences in response from the whole plant community and its
dominant species. We have mentioned that plant types, phylogenetic features, and consequent adaptive
strategies could lead to variations in the biomass response to warmer climates [15], and notably,
community structures could also be changed [16]. Thus, in contrast to general biomass at the
community-level, more attention needs to be paid to the relationships of community-level biomass
and the trade-off with its dominant species, which could benefit re-vegetation management [17]. Third,
it is still a debated question whether warming duration (the length of the experiment) could affect
warming-induced cumulative biomass change: If we include this factor as a weight in the meta-analysis
approach, would it lead to changes in accumulative responses [4,8,18]? Certainty over this issue would
enhance our understanding regarding long-term warming, and enhance the credible projection of
climate-terrestrial C feedback.

Therefore, in this study, we compiled data from 90 field-based experiments across the whole
of China, and analyzed the documented dataset using hierarchical mixed models and phylogenetic
meta-analyses. We tried to understand, first, the general pattern of the plant biomass response to
warming in China (using a traditional approach). Second, we synthesized the warming duration
and plant phylogenetic feature to be key drivers to warming-induced biomass accumulation. Third,
we tested whether plant types (herbaceous versus woody species), the different responses of the plant
community and its dominant species, and the combined synergies would affect biomass accumulation
patterns. Fourth, we examined the changes in warming-induced accumulative biomass accumulation
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all over China, with added considerations of warming magnitudes, duration, and plant phylogenetics
in the quantifying model. Our research could enhance evaluations of the potential impacts of climatic
warming in China, and give rational suggestions for future studies, such as restorations of forests,
grasslands, and their transitional zones where there is climatic warming.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Collection

We conducted surveys of articles published before January 2018 using the Web of Science and
the China National Knowledge Infrastructure. Keywords used in the literature survey included
‘plant biomass’, ‘plant community’, ‘plant growth’, ‘increased temperature’, and ‘warming’ (see
Supplementary Material, S1). Our analysis included literature on studies conducted in China: Only
field experiments which focused on responses of terrestrial plants, above-ground biomass (AGB),
and/or below-ground biomass (BGB); and responses of the plant community and/or its dominant
species, were included. Altogether, we documented 90 publications—67 in Chinese and 23 in
English—that fitted our criteria (see Supplementary Material, S2).

We recorded the following information from selected publications: latitude, longitude, elevation,
mean annual temperature (MAT), mean annual precipitation (MAP), warming method, warming
magnitudes (DeltaT), and monthly calculations of warming duration (WarmD). AGB and BGB, means
(X), standard errors (SE), standard deviations (SD), and sample sizes of both the control and warming
treatments were properly tabulated. Dominant species in each plant community (mixed or mono)
were compiled, based on which communities were separated into different plant functional types
(PFTs), including Forb, Grass, Shrub, and Tree. All raw data were either obtained from tables or
extracted by digitizing graphs using the GetData Graph Digitizer (version 2.24, Russian Federation,
http://getdata-graph-digitizer.com).

To examine the effects of warming facilities, we grouped warming facilities by passive heating
(i.e., open-top chamber) and active heating (including electric heating cable and infrared heater) (see
Supplementary Material, S3). Given that no impact of the warming facility on biomass responses of
terrestrial plants to warming was detected through pre-analysis, experiments using different warming
facilities were combined in this analysis.

2.2. Statistical Analysis

We followed the method described in Lin et al. [4] and Adams [11] for data analysis. In brief, we
used different models such as traditional mixed-effects meta-regression models, hierarchical mixed
effects meta-analyses, and phylogenetic meta-analyses to address our topics [4,7,10,11]. The natural
log-transformed response ratios (RRs) of plant biomass at an increased temperature (Xi) to that at
ambient temperature (Xc) were calculated at the end of experiment, and consequently used to calculate
the effect of warming treatments (Equation (1)) [4]. As required in the analysis, SE values in some of
the literature were converted into SD. The variance of RRs (v) was approximated using Equation (2),
where S2

c and S2
i are the standard deviations in the control and warming treatments, nc and ni are the

sample sizes in control and warming treatments, and RRs is the only dependent variable throughout
the analysis procedure in this research.
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First, to quantify the general pattern of plants’ biomass response to warming in China, cumulative
effect sizes were calculated using hierarchical mixed models. The models took into account the
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hierarchical dependence in our data due to cases where multiple observations (i.e., effect sizes) were
obtained from the same monitoring site and study. Before all analyses, we explored the possibility
of publication bias using a funnel plot and calculated the fail-safe number. To make our results
comparable with previous research [4,8], traditional meta-analyses (1/v weights) based on different
PFTs subsets were calculated (in R with the default “metafor” package) [19]. The warming effects were
significant if the 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the cumulative effect size did not overlap with zero.
The results are reported as RRs and as percentage changes by back-transforming RRs to ratios in the
original scale (Equation (3)).

Percentage changes = (exp(RRs)− 1)× 100% (3)

To address our second topic, mixed-effects meta-regression models were used, in which both
monitoring sites and study IDs were included as random effects (1|site, 1|ID). Parameters included
latitude, longitude, elevation, MAT, MAP, DeltaT, WarmD, and plant clade age (PlantCA). Regarding
those variables, we tested the multicollinearity and rescaled them for normalization, before calculations.
PlantCA values used here were based on techniques described in detail by Qian and Jin [20]. Afterwards,
we used the Akasike Information Criterion (AIC) to select the best model from the proposed set of
models (Table 1 has shown the best models for AGB and BGB, respectively). Analysis was carried out
using the R package “glmulti” [21].

Table 1. Model-averaged coefficients, standard errors (SE), z-tests, and p-values for parameters which
were included within the final (best) model sets for above-ground biomass (AGB) and below-ground
biomass (BGB).

Above-Ground Biomass (AGB) Below-Ground Biomass (BGB)

Estimate SE z p Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) −0.19 0.10 −1.83 0.07 0.27 0.53 0.50 0.62
Elevation 0.07 0.05 1.51 0.13 na
Latitude na −0.39 0.33 −1.16 0.24

Longitude na 0.30 0.18 1.69 0.09
MAT 0.08 0.08 1.04 0.30 0.02 0.14 0.13 0.90
MAP na na na na −0.44 0.32 −1.36 0.17

PlantCA 0.05 0.01 13.01 <0.01 0.17 0.01 16.02 <0.01
WarmD 0.10 0.02 6.13 <0.01 0.19 0.02 8.66 <0.01
DeltaT 0.11 0.01 11.04 <0.01 na

WarmD:DeltaT −0.09 0.02 −5.67 <0.01 na

Estimate: slope of linear equation; MAT: mean annual temperature; MAP: mean annual precipitation; PlantCA:
plant clade age; WarmD: warming duration; DeltaT: warming magnitudes; na: parameters not included in the best
models corresponding to AGB and BGB.

Last, to study the relationships between plant phylogenetic features, DeltaT, WarmD, and the
differences between the community as a whole (BiomassCW) and its dominant species (BiomassDS),
we carried out two-step analyses. The dataset was separated into two subsets, corresponding to
BiomassCW and BiomassDS, and then mixed-effects meta-regression models were used to compare the
different responses of AGB and BGB. Regarding the results of the last section, DeltaT, WarmD, and plant
clade age were key drivers in the dynamics of plant biomass. Therefore, effect sizes were re-calculated
with weighting based on DeltaT and WarmD, following details in Crowther et al. (Equation (4)) [14],
where RepN and StudyN represent the number of repeats and observations within a study, respectively.
Meanwhile, following the method described in Adams [11], the phylogenetic feature was included
in the updated model. In total, there were 108 vascular plant species included in our analyses; first,
we created phylogenetic trees with branch lengths (see Supplementary Material, S4) using the data from
http://phylodiversity.net/phylomatic/pmws, and phylogenetic meta-analyses were then launched

http://phylodiversity.net/phylomatic/pmws
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using the phylogenetic signal and Clade age (phylogeny) data. For other details of the analysis, please
check the R code in the Supplementary Material (S5).

Percentage changes = (exp(RRs)− 1)× 100% (4)

3. Results

3.1. Plant Biomass Responses to Warming and the Varied Pattern among PFTs

In this research, 523 observations for AGB and 155 observations for BGB were collected,
respectively. Regarding our data sets, more herbaceous (AGB: 464, BGB: 120) than woody species
data (AGB: 59, BGB: 35) were collected. Meanwhile, a large part of the observations was located
only around the Inner Mongolian plateau and the Qinghai-Tibetan plateau. Thus grasslands have
gotten more attention, while for other systems, e.g., forests, little research has been completed to date
(Figure 1). For the results of traditional meta-analyses, in general, experimental warming significantly
increased AGB by 10.8% (p < 0.01) across all the plants and communities included (Figure 2). Warming
effects showed a strong dependence upon PFTs: The AGB response to the warming of woody plants
(+33.3%, p < 0.01) was significantly greater than that of herbaceous plants (+6.8%), whose 95% CI
overlapped with zero. Both forb and grass did not change, and no difference in the AGB response
was detected between these two categories (p > 0.01). For BGB, a significant increase (+14.2%) was
observed across all the plants included (Figure 1) and its pattern also varied among PFTs, similar to
the AGB trend. For woody plants, both trees (+44.9%, p = 0.01) and shrubs (+27.1%, p = 0.02) showed
significant BGB increases under warming treatments. However, for herbaceous plants (Grass and
Shrub), no difference in the BGB response was detected. Overall, experimental warming significantly
increased plant biomass (AGB and BGB); woody plants in particular showed significantly greater
accelerative biomass accumulation than herbaceous plants.
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Figure 1. Study sites included in this meta-analysis across the whole of China: (A) Above-ground
biomass, (B) Below-ground biomass. We grouped plant types by herbaceous plants (open circles) and
woody plants (closed black circles). For detailed distribution information, please see the Supplementary
Material (S6).
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Figure 2. Responses of plant biomass (inverse-variance weights), above-ground biomass (AGB),
and below-ground biomass (BGB), to warming as a percentage change relative to the control (%) across
plant functional types (PFTs). Changes in biomass values are means ±95% CI and the number of
observations (n) are shown near the bar.

3.2. Relationships among Warming-Induced Biomass Responses and Their Driving Factors

This study focused on plant and community biomass responses to experimental warming in
field conditions across China. Large variations are found across those collected observations in
warming magnitudes (0.12~5.52 ◦C) and duration (0.2~15 year). Through the model selection process,
we selected the best model out of a total of 32 models developed and presented in Table 1. Although
considerable differences in environmental factors were recorded among the sample plots (Figure 1),
including MAT (−5.3~23.5 ◦C), MAP (110~1900 mm), elevation (2~5000 m), Latitude (26~46◦ N), and
Longitude (90~132◦ E), no significant linear relations were found between these factors and biomass
responses. On the contrary, our results supported experimental intensity as a significant driver for
plant biomass variations (Table 1). Positive correlations were found between DeltaT and AGB increase
(p < 0.01). Meanwhile, both AGB and BGB showed positive responses with WarmD. A positive linear
relation was found between PlantCA and plant biomass, and a greater increase was observed in BGB
(slope = 0.17) than AGB (slope = 0.05) (p < 0.01). In brief, experimental warming led to the general
increase in both AGB and BGB (Figure 2 and Table 1); with increasing WarmD, a greater increase was
observed in BGB (slope = 0.19) (p < 0.01). Additionally, we also could not ignore the effect due to
phylogenetic reasons (PlantCA) (Table 1).

3.3. Varied Biomass Responses to Warming among Plant Types (Herbaceous versus Woody Species), and the
Different Responses of the Plant Community and Its Dominant Species

Overall, plant biomass had positive responses with warming magnitudes and duration (Table 1),
yet still with huge variations. These could be partly explained as the varied responses between plant
types (herbaceous versus woody species) (Figure 2, Table 2), and the different responses of the plant
community (BiomassCW) and its dominant species (BiomassDS) (Figures 3 and 4). Specifically, with
increasing PlantCA and WarmD, suppressed BiomassCW was observed in both AGB (p < 0.01) and
BGB (p < 0.01), but accelerative biomass change was observed for BiomassDS (Figure 3). It was found
that dominant plants themselves with an older clade age could have more positive responses to
warming. However, BiomassCW would decrease. Additionally, positive relations have been found
between warming treatment (WarmD and DeltaT) and biomass (AGB and BGB) in BiomassCW (p < 0.01),
but negative or no significant relations were found for BiomassDS (Figure 4). Moreover, we could
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not ignore the combined synergies between plant types and the possible different responses of the
plant community and its dominant species (Table 2). All these results suggest that there would be
trade-offs between BiomassCW and BiomassDS facing a warming environment; meanwhile, herbaceous
and woody species did not always have constant responses. As such, and also given the fact that
woody data remain limited (Figure 2), more caution is needed in evaluating warming-induced shifts
in interspecies correlation and the consequent vegetation responses; in particular, more research is still
needed for Chinese forests.

Table 2. Generalized linear regression model was used to test whether plant types (herbaceous
versus woody species), the different responses of the plant community and its dominant species, and
the combined synergies would affect biomass accumulation patterns. Model-averaged coefficients,
standard errors (SE), z-tests, and p-values for parameters are given.

Above-Ground Biomass (AGB) Below-Ground Biomass (BGB)

Estimate SE z p Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 0.11 0.37 2.93 <0.01 0.08 0.69 1.10 0.27
Wood_or_not 0.16 0.06 2.92 <0.01 0.13 0.04 3.06 <0.01
Com_or_Sing −0.24 0.01 −25.78 <0.01 −0.14 0.11 −1.26 0.21

Woo:Com 0.50 0.06 8.33 <0.01 0.37 0.133 2.78 <0.01

Wood_or_not. herbaceous versus woody species; Com_or_Sing: BiomassCW vs. BiomassDS; Woo:Com: the
combined synergies between Wood_or_not and Com_or_Sing.
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Figure 3. The effect of plant clade age (PlantCA) and warming duration (WarmD) on warming-induced
biomass accumulation of the plant community (gray circle, BiomassCW) and its dominant species (open
circle, BiomassDS). The size of the circle indicated the difference across WarmD. (A): Above-ground
biomass (AGB); (B) Below-ground biomass (BGB). Corresponding equations showed the results of
multiple mixed-effects meta-regression models, which considered PlantCA, WarmD, and plant biomass.
N.S.: no significance in “Intercept” of the model (p > 0.05); n: the number of collected data.
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Figure 4. The effect of warming magnitudes (DeltaT) and warming duration (WarmD) on
warming-induced biomass accumulation of plant community (gray circle, BiomassCW) and its dominant
species (open circle, BiomassDS). The size of the circle indicated the difference across DeltaT.
(A): Above-ground biomass (AGB); (B): Below-ground biomass (BGB). Corresponding equations
showed the results of multiple mixed-effects meta-regression models, which considered DeltaT, WarmD,
and plant biomass. N.S.: no significance in “Intercept” of the model; n: the number of collected data. In
addition, we ignored the equation for BGB of dominant species, as that model was not significant for
both “Intercept” and “Slope”.

3.4. More Caution Is Needed in Quantifying Warming-Induced Biomass Accumulation

As mentioned above, DeltaT, WarmD, PlantCA, and plant type are key drivers for biomass
responses to warming. Therefore, we compared results from traditional meta-analyses and models
updated to consider WarmD and phylogeny. Regarding AGB, we found that cumulative effect sizes (all
data) somewhat decreased after re-calculation was weighted by DeltaT and WarmD (Figure 5, Default:
+0.103, with a 95% CI of 0.03~0.18; Warming: +0.089, with a 95% CI of 0.021~0.156). In particular,
effect sizes for Shrub decreased from 0.407 to 0.125, and with a 95% CI, overlapped with zero. Moreover,
significantly accelerative biomass growth was still observed for Tree after being weighted by DeltaT

and WarmD (Figure 5). Regarding BGB, re-calculated effect sizes (all data) presented insignificant
change after warming (Figure 6, Default: +0.133, with a 95% CI of 0.034~0.231; Warming: +0.088,
with a 95% CI of −0.009~0.184). Generally, BGB and AGB had similar trends, except the effect sizes of
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Grass, which increased after re-calculation (Figure 6, Default: +0.047, with a 95% CI of −0.116~0.210;
Warming: +0.190, with a 95% CI of −0.004~0.383). These results indicated that warming-induced
biomass accumulation (Default in Figures 5 and 6) decreased when considering DeltaT and WarmD.
Moreover, there were significant phylogenetic signals (p < 0.01). When we included plant phylogenetic
information in the calculation model, all warming-induced increases of plant biomass, overall or for
different PFTs (even including woody species), became not significant (Figures 5 and 6). All these
results suggest again that when evaluating warming-induced vegetation responses in China, more
consideration is needed regarding warming magnitudes, duration, and phylogeny-based responses.
In addition, it is premature to speculate that elevated temperatures would lead to significant increases
in plant biomass across different systems or overall for the whole of China.
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Figure 5. Responses of above-ground biomass (AGB) to warming as mean effect sizes ±95% CI across
plant functional types (PFTs). The numbers (n) of observations are shown near the bar. Default: mean
effect sizes weighted by inverse-variance (traditional meta-analysis); Warming: mean effect sizes
weighted by DeltaT and WarmD (Equation (4)); Phylogenetic: plant phylogenetic feature was included
in the model.
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Figure 6. Responses of below-ground biomass (BGB) to warming as mean effect sizes ±95% CI across
plant functional types (PFTs). The numbers (n) of observations are shown near the bar. Default: mean
effect sizes weighted by inverse-variance (traditional meta-analysis); Warming: mean effect sizes
weighted by DeltaT and WarmD (Equation (4)); Phylogenetic: plant phylogenetic feature was included
in the model.

4. Discussion

Overall, warming-induced biomass increases were observed (traditional approach), although
there was no significant difference between AGB (+10.8%) and BGB (+14.2%), and there were still
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large variations within each group. Compared to previous meta-analyses, our results were similar to
the global mean by Lin et al. (AGB: +12.7%; BGB: 13.0%) [4], but they were smaller than the results
from the Tibetan Plateau in China (AGB: +19.1%; BGB: 26.7%) [8]. As Lin et al. [4] mentioned in 2010,
this difference could be explained by the inclusion of more data from low altitudes and latitudes in
our analysis, since warming would have a stronger than average effect on alpine plants and tundra
plants [4,5,8].

Consistent with previous studies [4,9], biomass responses to warming were strongly dependent
upon PFTs, and woody plants showed a greater response than herbaceous plants (Figure 1). DeltaT

had a positive effect on AGB, and warming-induced biomass change could have quadratic responses
with latitude and MAT (Table 1). Contrary to expectations [4], this study did not find a positive linear
association between the plant biomass response to warming and MAP. Given that herbaceous plants
appeared to be unaffected by MAP [4], the greater number of herbaceous species data included in the
analysis, rather than woody species data, might partially explain this result. Overall, these results
across China mostly match global trends of warming-induced biomass patterns (based on a traditional
meta-analysis approach) across latitude, MAT, MAP, and PFTs.

Still, there are some results that have not been previously described, regarding plant clade age
(phylogenetic history), WarmD, and the different responses between community-level biomass and a
community’s dominant species. Remarkably, a positive correlation is observed between plant clade
age and warming-induced responses in dominant species for both AGB and BGB (Figures 2 and 3).
The results could be explained by the fact that the woody species included in our analysis, in particular
gymnosperm with a high clade age [20], often have positive responses with warmer climates [9],
which could partially explain this trend. However, this does not mean that ancient plants would
benefit more from warming, when we consider examples from lichens [22] and relicts [23]. Because the
current collected data all over China is still limited, we are lacking not only data regarding herbs, trees,
and shrubs, but we also could not collect through publications data regarding lichens, lianas, and other
plant forms. Consequently, we cannot analyse the phylogenetic relationships and clustering patterns
regarding woody and non-woody species in China following the method of Willis et al. [15]. Yet, in any
case, consistent with Willis’ work [15], our findings convincingly suggest that the phylogenetic feature
is a key factor affecting warming-induced plant responses, the study of which is still limited in China.
Meanwhile, contrary to previous studies [4,18], a positive correlation is observed between WarmD

and warming-induced responses at the community-level (Figure 3). We suggest that this finding
could reflect the natural state of vascular plants better, since only field experiments were included in
our analysis.

Moreover, different response patterns were notably found between the plant community and
its corresponding dominant species (Figure 3). Although an elevated temperature could lead to
a general increase in biomass at the community-level, AGB of the dominant species showed a
declining trend along warming duration. This finding broadly and partially supports the work
of Ma et al. [24], which indicated that ongoing and future climate change may alter the stability
properties of ecological communities. Other previous works have also mentioned that warming could
lead to a decline in species richness [18], and potential alien species invasion [25]. Taking all of the
above into consideration, we are concerned that although warming would lead to temporary and
compensatory biomass increases at the community-level, other potential effects would hinder the
ability to provide long-term ecosystem services for C stock, especially in grassland ecosystems [26,27].
In general, WarmD and plant features, i.e., phylogeny, therefore seems to need further consideration
when estimating warming-induced biomass responses [8,11,12,28].

When we re-calculated warming-induced biomass change weighted by DeltaT and WarmD

(Equation (4)), less accelerative AGB growth was observed compared to the result weighted by
inverse-variance (Figure 5, Default: +0.103, with a 95% CI of 0.03~0.18; Warming: +0.089, with a
95% CI of 0.021~0.156). There even seemed to be no significant accelerative change in BGB after
re-calculations (Figure 6, Default: +0.133, with a 95% CI of 0.034~0.231; Warming: +0.088, with a 95%
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CI of −0.009~0.184). In all, we found similar trends to Fu et al. (2015), which focused on plants on
the Tibetan Plateau [8]. Meanwhile, significant accelerative AGB and BGB changes were still notably
present for tree species in the re-calculated results (Figures 5 and 6). By now, almost all meta-analyses
have suggested that trees would benefit more through global warming than herbs [4,8,9], yet we
remain concerned that the comparison of herbaceous and woody species should depend on time scales
and the age of the woody species. Taking heartwood as an example: It represents a considerable part
of trees’ AGB, and will increase with age; whereas the AGB of herbaceous species is renewed every
year, which could decrease relative biomass increments; and these would consequently affect the final
calculated response pattern between the two types. However, to date, both this research and previous
meta-analyses work still cannot address this issue, which needs further study.

Furthermore, decreases in accumulative effect size magnitudes after incorporating phylogenetic
information were associated with larger phylogenies and those with stronger phylogenetic signals
(Figures 5 and 6). Although these did not change trend estimates, they increased the CI of the overall mean
natural logarithm of RRs and made the mean estimates statistically insignificant (Figures 5 and 6). We note
that the overall means produced by phylogenetic models could represent an ancestral value; similar
patterns were also found by Chamberlain et al. [7] after they re-analyzed 30 published meta-analyses
worldwide, so it is perhaps not surprising that such estimates have higher degrees of uncertainty.
On the other hand, these phylogenetic outcomes could be influenced by both phylogeny balance and
the distribution of internal nodes between the root and its tips [10], which would lead to consequent
uncertainty in our study. We believe that the incorporation of phylogenetic information in ecological
meta-analyses is important, and traditional meta-analysis (inverse-variance weights) could have
overestimated warming-induced biomass increases (Figures 5 and 6).

Last but not least important, regional (and ecosystem-based) biases remain and cannot be
ignored in our research. A large number of works included here focus on plateaus and grasslands,
where the low temperatures could be the principal limiting factor; whereas under other conditions,
where growth is limited by heat or drought, our accumulative biomass response would be changed.
Meanwhile, field-based experiments concerning woody plants are still limited, especially for trees;
this reduces the credible projection of our research regarding the climate-terrestrial C response in
China. Moreover, research should also be undertaken to investigate the responses of special plants
like relic species [23,29], invasive species [25,30], agroforestry trees [31,32], and plants living in special
geological environments [17,33], often regarded in the investigation of ecosystem services for humanity,
but for which field-based warming experiments are still limited. Finally, as we have mentioned,
plant communities and their dominant species do not always show a constant response, and so to
develop a full picture of warming-induced responses of plant biomass and C sequestration, additional
long-term warming experiments regarding community stability [24], interspecific relations [30],
functional diversity and evolution [13,16,18], etc., will be needed.

5. Conclusions

This present research was undertaken to understand the general pattern of plant biomass
responses to warming in China. Based on traditional meta-analyses, we found biomass response
patterns similar to those in global studies. Contrary to previous results, we found positive relations
between biomass increase and warming duration. Plant clade age (phylogenetic history) was a key
factor in driving warming-induced biomass accumulation. Furthermore, the combined synergies
between plant types and the possible different responses of the plant community and its dominant
species cannot be ignored; this is a key factor which could lead to variations in biomass responses.

The most obvious finding to emerge from this study is that traditional meta-analysis could have
overestimated the warming-induced biomass increase in China, which seems to be not significant
after incorporating warming duration and phylogenetic information into re-calculations. Meanwhile,
field-based experiments concerning woody plants are still limited; especially lacking is research
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regarding observations on the whole community’s level (dominant woody species versus rare woody
and herbaceous species).

Therefore, regarding the aspect of methodology, to reflect warming-induced responses as
naturally as possible, further long-term warming experiments regarding phylogeny-based responses
and the trade-off between the dominant species and its corresponding community will be needed.
At the same time, regarding re-vegetation under warmer climates, first, it remains premature to
speculate that woody plants have greater biomass increases than herbaceous plants in response to
elevated temperatures. Second, we suggest flexible sub-regional protection strategies for ecosystem
management. Meanwhile, not only dominant species, but rare species and their subsequent interspecies
relations, should be incorporated into re-vegetation as well, especially regarding woody plants
and forests.
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